AI Certified Sires that are Straight Butler

Bevo

The following AI Certified bulls are straight Butler
Breeding. I have grouped them by their sub-Families
within the Butler Bloodline. We will start with Bevo
and his progeny. I have also added a few notes and
reference photos.

Bevo sired the Longhorn industry’s first 60” horn bull,
Classic. Bevo also produced several other note worthy
sons but his two most famous ones were Classic and
Monarch 103 (measured in the upper 50’s). Bevo’s
semen was syndicated for 1 million and the syndicate
hosted the Bevo Syndicate Sale. His son Classic was
the result of his mating with the great Butler cow,
Beauty. His son Monarch was the result of
linebreeding when Bevo was mated to Lady Butler
who was by Bevo and out of Beauty. Bevo came out of
the breeding program of Milby Butler the founder of
the Butler Bloodline of Longhorn cattle. Semen is still
available.

Butler Boy is a full brother to Classic. He did
not get his brother’s impressive tip-to-tip
measurement but he had a big base on his
horns and they were thick out to the tip.
Butler Boy was also syndicated. He produced a
daughter Little Brownie who is still having an
impact on the Butler bloodline today. Semen
is available call me (409)381-0616. Dam
shownbelow.
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Jumbo Horns was another note worthy son of
Bevo. He was used in several well known and
respected breeding programs back in the 1980’s.
I have found Jumbo Horns to be a carrier of the
twist horn gene. I believe that it is coming from
his dam’s side of the pedigree. We have a
granddaughter of Jumbo Horns that has triple
twist horns. I have been using him in order to
preserve the tight twist horn genetics that we are
losing due to the popular belief that a weanling
should have straight out horn that is passed the
end of the ears in length by weaning. I have AI
and ET calves by him and several out of our triple
twist horn cows. Limited amounts of semen can
still be found. There is a new generation of sons
and daughters coming up to help keep the twist
in our cattle.

Reveille is a full brother to Classic and Butler Boy.
He fell just a little short of his brother’s
impressive tip-to-tip measurement. He was used
by T.D. Kelsey and E. B. Stephenson. He crossed
well with Mr. Kelsey’s Texas Ranger and WR
cattle. Back in the 1980’s the cross of the Butler
bloodline with the WR bloodline was considered
“the magic cross”. This cross produced many of
the breed’s first 60” horn cattle. See Dam
below.
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YO Centennial Beauty is the last calve out of the
great Butler cow, Beauty. Beauty is the dam of
Classic and several herd sires. YO Centennial
Beauty was double breed Beauty. He was used by
the YO Ranch who was one of the owners of
Beauty at the time of his birth. Dam/Grand dam
Beauty shown below.
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Bevo line through

Classic

Classic was the first bull in the Longhorn
industry to record a tip-to-tip horn
measurement of over 60”. He was also one of
the first Longhorn bulls to be syndicated for 1
million dollars. Back in the early 80’s Classic
and his sons were as popular as Hunt’s
Command Respect and his son are today.
Classic sired many highly valued offspring. He
produced a large number of offspring that
measured 55”-60” out of females that only
measured in the 40” range. Some of Classic’s
best offspring were produce when he was
mated to the great Butler cow Rose Red. A
number of today’s big horn animals trace back
to Classic. Semen on Classic can still be found.

Dixie Hunter is one of the top son’s of Classic
and Rose Red. In the mid 80’ Dixie Hunter
was sold at private treaty for a reported
($75,000) industry record price. He measure
near the 60” mark. He consistently produced
offspring with good horn growth as well as
good conformation. The mating of Dixie
Hunter and the great Butler cow, FM Graves
102 produce some of his most sought after
offspring with embryo pregnancies from this
pairing selling for $9,000 and up. Today there
are numerous big horn cattle that trace back
to Dixie Hunter. A lot of these animals are
from the breeding programs Johnnie
Hoffman, Ace Cattle Co. and Owen McGill. A
limited amount of Dixie Hunter semen can
still be found and is being used today. I am
using his semen in several programs.
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Classic Dispatcher is an embryo transfer full
brother to Dixie Hunter. He was not promoted
or used as heavily as his older brothers, Dixie
Hunter and Dixie Rebel but did seem to be a
good and consistent producer much like that of
his entire family. Just like most all of his full
brothers and sisters he sold as a baby in excess
of $10,000. What made the calves from this
mating so valuable was not only being sired by
the breed’s first 60 plus inch horn bull but being
out of one of the great cows of the breed, Rose
Red. I was told by longtime breeder J.W. Isaacs
that when you are looking at a herd sire that
you are considering using be sure to look at his
dam and her dam. If you don’t like those
females you should probably pass on the bull.

Dixie Rebel is a flush mate embryo transfer full
brother to Dixie Hunter. Dixie Rebel and Dixie
Hunter were purchased by Johnnie Hoffman as
embryo pregnancies and that is how they got
the famous Hoffman “Dixie” prefix at the front
of their names. Mr. Hoffman did not need both
bulls so he retained Dixie Hunter and
sold/traded Dixie Rebel. Dixie Rebel did seem to
be a good and consistent producer much like
that of his entire family. Just like most all of his
full brothers and sisters he sold as a baby in
excess of $10,000. He later sold in the
Gathering Sale for $37,000. Semen can still be
found on Dixie Rebel.
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V.I.B. is an embryo transfer full brother to Dixie
Hunter, Dixie Rebel, Sweet N’ Low, Missing Link,
Classical Rose and Sweet N’ Sassy to mention a
few of his great siblings . He was not promoted
or used as heavily as his older brothers, Dixie
Hunter and Dixie Rebel but did seem to be a
good and consistent producer much like that of
his entire family. Just like most all of his full
brothers and sisters he sold as a baby in excess
of $10,000. Dam Rose Red shown below

Relentless Class is an embryo transfer full
brother to Dixie Hunter and Dixie Rebel. He was
not promoted or used as heavily as his older
brothers, Dixie Hunter and Dixie Rebel but did
seem to be a good and consistent producer
much like that of his entire family. Just like
most all of his full brothers and sisters he sold
as a baby in excess of $10,000. In his later years
he was used with great success in Michael
McLeod’s program. Dam Rose Red shown
below.
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Classic’s Majestic FM 27 is another son of Classic.
What makes him standout among the other sons of
Classic is the fact that he is out of Graves 68. His dam
was one of the top Butler cows in F.M. “Blackie”
Graves herd and a consistent producer of quality
offspring. Classic’s Majestic is a full brother to Classic
Thunder and a half brother to the FM Graves 98 cow
that was by Man O’ War and out of Graves 68. FM
Graves 98 carried on the family tradition of quality
by producing to AI certified sires, Classic’s Especial
FM 222 and Classic Reflection FM 287.

Dam of Classic’s Majestic and Classic Thunder

Classic’s Thunder is another son of Classic. What
makes him standout among the other sons of
Classic is the fact that he is out of Graves 68. His
dam was one of the top Butler cows in F.M.
“Blackie” Graves herd and a consistent producer of
quality offspring. Classic Thunder is a full brother to
Classic’s Majestic and a half brother to the FM
Graves 98 cow that was by Man O’ War and out of
Graves 68. FM Graves 98 carried on the family
tradition of quality by producing to AI certified sires,
Classic’s Especial FM 222 and Classic Reflection FM
287.
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Classic Especial is not only a son of Classic but the
bottom of his pedigree combines two of the best
producing females that were in the F.M. “Blackie”
Graves herd. He is a full brother to Classic Reflection.
Classic Especial sired several quality animals, one of
the most well known would be Quixote Especial a
beautiful black cow who measured in the upper 60’s.
Grand dam Graves 68 shown below.

Classic Reflection is a full brother to Classic
Especial and like his brother he is not only a son
of Classic but the bottom of his pedigree
combines two of the best producing females that
were in the F.M. “Blackie” Graves herd. Grand
dam Graves 68 shown below.
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King Classic is another son of the great Classic. His
dam traces back in the first generation to some of
the original cattle in Milby Butler’s herd. King
Classic sired a black daughter that was one of the
first black cow to reach 70”. She topped the
Baker’s Safari B Ranch Dispersal sale at a price of
about $15,200. This was pretty high at the time in
the industry. He offers some great old Butler
genetics. Daughter Safari B 977 “Savannah Black”
shown below.

Long Point Butler is a very intensely linebreed or
inbreed bull. An old time Longhorn breeder once
told me that it is linebreeding if you consider it
successful and its inbreeding if you don’t. Long
Point Butler shows the effects of being so inbreed
with a wry nose and lack of rear muscling. Grand
dam on top and bottom of pedigree, Beauty,
shown below.
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Prince Classic is out off a twist horn FM Graves
Butler cow. He was used on the King Ranch
longhorn herd which was mostly of the Peeler
bloodline and where solid red. The cross of these
genetics was pretty successful in adding horn,
color and femininity to the offspring.

Pecos 140 was a Champion Bull and High Seller at
the Red McCombs Sale when Robert King
purchased him. Pecos produced several sale
champions and high sellers during the 1980’s.
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Pure Class is out off a twisty horn FM Graves
Butler cow that was a full sister to Bold Ruler. He
lived a short life so there were not that many
offspring by him.

Don Juan of Christine is a straight Butler Classic
son with a twist. His dam is out of the Holman
Butler bloodline which makes him very different
from most Classic son that were out of Man O’
War or Sam daughters from the Graves program.
Don Juan of Christine’s fame did not come until
later in his life at about the age of 12 years when
he was purchased by Dr. Frank Anderson. Dr.
Anderson had also acquired an older cow about
the same time. She was a daughter of the great
Graves 68 cow and Classic. He bred her to Don
Juan Of Christine and the resulting male offspring
is one that most popular modern day breeders
will be familiar with….COACH.
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Most people in the Longhorn industry today are
familiar with the straight Butler bull, Coach. He
has been a consistent producer of quality
offspring. He has sired too many 60-70 animals
and high sellers to list here. His dam is a full sister
to Classic’s Majestic and Classic Thunder. One of
his sons that is really generating interest in
today’s market is FA Field Marshal. Coach
generally adds horn growth and a nice
conformation to his offspring. He is not real tall so
keep that in mind when using Coach in your
program. Semen is still available from the
Buengers. Dam’s photo shown below @ age 3.
Half interest sold for $35,000

SCC Legend is a son of FA Field Marshal who is
by Coach. When you study this pedigree you
will find five animals with at least 70” horn
measurements and some with more. It starts
with his sire FA Field Marshal then Coach, MF
TNT, MF Dynamite and then his dam MF Blue’s
Jumbo…All in the 70’s. Coach’s dam, Miss
Redmac 256 was close to 70”. SCC Legend’s
pedigree is loaded with proven horn producing
genetics. He is a larger framed Butler bull who
will add height and frame to his offspring.
Semen is available from the David Stanley or
Elmer Rosenberger.
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Barbicon Chex is only on a very few straight
Butler sons of Coach to be AI certified. His
dam is an outstanding Ace Cattle Company
breed female that is one of the foundation
females in Bob Loomis’ Butler herd.

Bull Market is double bred Coach but also
goes back to some great producing females
like MF TNT (the 77” horn dam of FA Field
Marshal) and solid producing cow Evelyn (the
dam of Blitz by Super Bowl). Dam measures in
the upper 70”.
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Classic Longshot like a lot of the Classic sons
that were AI certified is out of a great
producing cow. His dam is also the dam of
Monarch Dolly who was one of the biggest
horned heifers of her day and sold at private
treaty for a reported $37,000 as a heifer. She
went on to be a great producer with a horn
measurement in the mid 60’s. See half sister’s
photo below.

Cody Classic like a lot of the Classic sons that
were AI certified is out of a great producing
cow. His dam FM Graves 105 is a great
producing cow that seemed to pop up in the
pedigrees of some of the better animals and
was a leading embryo donor. See dam’s
photo below.
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Redmac Beau Butler was one of the first
young bulls of his day to reach 60”. He was
57” at 3yrs. He was syndicated for 1 million.
He was used heavily in the Red McCombs
breeding program. Semen can still be found
on him. Dam shown below.

GG Royal Butler is a son of Redmac Beau
Butler and the $130,000 syndicated donor
cow Fawnie 75. After an investigation into his
dam’s pedigree and history he was recently
accepted as a straight Butler bull. There is
semen available, contact me at 409-3810616.
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Classic Example is a son of Classic but his is
also the son of FM Graves 54. His dam, FM
Graves 54 is in my opinion one of the top 5
cows in FM “Blackie” Graves’ foundation
herd. She is also the dam of Ace’s Dayton
Desperado who has sired numerous top
quality sons and daughter. Classic Example is
the ONLY AI Certified son of FM Graves 54.
There is still some semen available. I have
been using him on some of my cows in order
to add the 54 cow’s genetics to my herd.

Shenandoah Class is another Classic son but he
is also out of a cow that I believe to be one of
the best cows that FM “Blackie” Graves ever
produced, Monarch Missy. She was a Monarch
daughter out of the twisty horn FM Graves 52
cow that was one of Mr. Graves’ foundation
cows. Monarch Missy photo below taken in her
later years. Do not know if any semen is
available.
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Bevo line through

Monarch

Monarch has a very interesting pedigree. He
is a half brother to Classic by Bevo and is out
of Classic’s full sister, Lady Butler who is
shown below. Monarch sired some of the first
60” horn females in the breed. Some of them
did reach the 70” mark, like Delta Diamond. A
lot of today’s big horned cattle trace back to
Monarch. One of today’s leading horn
producing bulls is Farlap Chex who is sired by
Monarch. Semen can still be found on
Monarch.

Farlap Chex is a new generation bull built
from old proven bloodlines. His sire is the
linebred Bevo bull, Monarch. His dam is by a
linebred Conquistador bull, R3 Dylan and out
of a linebred Man O’ War cow. His dam has
been a high-seller the two times that she has
sold at auction, $24,000 at the Butler Sale
and $63,000 at the Red McCombs Sale. She is
not just a high-seller but a producer with one
of her daughters topping the Butler Sale at
$30,000. Farlap Chex’s has produced multiple
winners at numerous horn measuring events.
Much like a lot of today’s horn producing
bulls he has a pedigree filled with old time
proven genetics. Semen is available.
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The Man O’ War Bloodline

Man O’ War was a producer of a number of great
females. His daughters were the foundation of a lot
of the excellent cattle that came from the Graves
herd. One of his most famous daughters was the
legendary producer FM Graves 102 (shown above
right). There is a long list of great offspring that were
produced from his daughters when they were bred
too bulls from the other Butler sub-families like
Classic, Monarch and Bold Ruler. Man O’ War semen
was used on daughters of Classic and Rose Red with
some good results. He only produced one straight
Butler son that was AI certified (see 3S Spectacular
at the left) but there were several others that were
not certified. Limited amounts of semen can still be
found.
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The Bold Ruler Bloodline
Bold Ruler was syndicated for $2.5 million
back in the 1980’s. That was the highest
amount that a Longhorn bull was syndicated.
What made him so highly valued? Production!
Bold Ruler produce numerous offspring that
measured in the 55-60” range which was a lot
back in his day. His offspring almost always
commanded top prices a sales and private
treaty. The list of his offspring that sold for
five figures and more is very lengthy. He was
the only Butler bull used by the governments
Wichita Wildlife Refuge (WR) and the results
were several daughters that sold for over
$30,000. He only has two straight Butler sons
that are AI certified but has numerous nonButler ones that are certified. Semen is
available contact me at 409-381-0616.

Ace’s Mojo is one of only two AI certified
sons of the great Bold Ruler. He is a good
example of Bold Ruler cross on one of the
other Butler families. Mojo only measured in
the 50” range. He is also an example of a bull
that can consistently out produce himself in
the horn category with numerous offspring
measuring in the 60-70” range and they
command top prices. He produced quality
daughters and sons. Semen is limited and not
easy obtained. Dam shown below.
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Ace’s Black Magic Man is the result of a magic
mating of Ace’s Mojo on the Legendary FM
Graves 102 cow who is probably one of the all
time great cows of the Longhorn breed. Magic
Man’s use was very limited in his early years.
Later he was used in the herds of Stanley Cattle
Co, Hooks Longhorns and Rocking B Ranch. They
maintain numerous daughters in their herds. He is
a full brother to Ace’s Medicine Man who was the
foundation herd sire for the Triple R Ranch of Kim
and Robert Richey. Semen is available.

Dalgood’s Rocket Man is the result of the highly
predictable mating of Ace’s Mojo and Delta
Rockette. This mating has produced several highly
valuable offspring including several full brothers
and sisters to Rocket Man including the HighSelling Little Ace Swamp Guinea. Rocket Man’s
pedigree contains several of the top Butler
females. He produced several really nice
daughters. Semen is available. Dam shown below.
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R3 Santana is sired by Ace’s Medicine Man who was
the foundation herd sire for Kim and Robert Richey’s
program. Medicine Man is by Ace’s Mojo and out of
the legendary FM Graves 102 which makes him a full
brother to Ace’s Black Magic Man. Santana’s dam
comes from the heart of the F.M. Graves herd with
Dode’s Boy and Classey Carmon a Classic daughter
going back to Graves 68. Santana produces total
package offspring with frame, color and horn. Several
of which have also been show champions. He has
produced several daughters that measure in the 70’s
tip-to-tip. FM Graves 102 shown below.

Little Ace Lobo is a half brother to the great
Delta Rockett cow who was a high seller the
two times that she sold at auction, bring
$22,000 and $19,000 when these kind of
prices were not common place. Their dam is a
daughter of the Legendry FM Graves 102 who
was a super produce that sold for $89,000
back in the 80’. His grand dam on the top,
Alicia of 83 is another top female out of a
consistently top producing family. Half sister,
Delta Rockette shown below.
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Rattlesnake is another outstanding son of FM
Graves 102 and by Bold Ruler. He is one of only
three straight Butler sons that I know of that were
produced during Bold Ruler’s lifetime. Rattlesnake
and Ace’s Mojo are the only ones AI certified and
semen on them is very limited and hard to find.
You will be seeing more of his offspring in the near
future. FM Graves 102 is pictured below. I believe
she is a text book example of a Longhorn female.

FM’s Texan is a half brother to Bold Rule by
way of Sam. I have only seen his name in a
few Butler pedigrees,
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The Conquistador Bloodline
Conquistador is directly from the herd of Milby
Butler. He was an unusual multi colored bull.
Much like Man O’ War he produced offspring
that were solid producers and generally out
produced themselves. He produced two straight
Butler sons that are AI certified, Dode’s Boy and
Colorado Cowboy. Dode’s Boy was used in FM
Graves’ herd with great success on Classic and
Monarch daughters. This cross resulted in
offspring that usually had lots of color and more
frame. Colorado Cowboy sired GF G-Man who
was one of the first 70 plus inch horn bulls in the
breed. The Conquistador bloodline also crossed
well with the Bold Ruler bloodline. Limited
semen is available but at a high price.

Colorado Cowboy is a son of Conquistador and
Shenandoah (shown below). His pedigree is
old Butler genetics. He was used with great
results by Bob Shultz and Jean Wickland on
Bold Ruler daughters. In these programs he
produced numerous show and futurity
winners. His most noteworthy son is GF GMan who was one of the first 70 inch horn
bulls in the breed. Colorado Cowboy generally
produces colorful offspring with good frame.
He can produce extra skin in the dewlap and
navel area. Dam pictured below.
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Conquistador through Dode’s Boy bloodline
Dode’s Boy was used in the Graves’ herd on
Classic and Monarch daughters as an out
cross on the Bevo Butler genetics of those
two bulls. This turned out to be a very good
cross for Mr. Graves’ herd. It produced
more color and frame size while
maintaining good horn growth. Semen is
available. Dam shown below.

Mr. Graves is a son of the great FM Graves
102 cow and the Conquistador son, Dode’s
Boy. He is best known for siring Tara Graves
a 77” horn female that is out of a Texas
Ranger JP bred female. He is also in the
pedigrees of the straight Butler bulls Henry,
Windwalker and George W. Dam shown
below.
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If you are looking for a bull that has a
pedigree loaded with great females then you
should take a good look at Windwalker
FM50. His pedigree contains three of the all
time great females…Classey BluButler (70”),
FM Graves 102 and FM Graves 52(triple
twist). He is the sire of the bull Windstar BW
who measures 70”. He will cross well on
some of the unrelated Butler sub-families.
Semen is available.

Sage Dode is a dark brown/ black bull. He is a
son of Dode’s Boy and the great Graves cow,
Missy Monarch. Her dam was one of Mr.
Graves’ foundation cows and is also the dam
of another great daughter by Classic, Classey
BluButler. Only a very limited amount of
semen was collected and is valued by those
that have it. I have two straight Butler AI
daughters that are 18mos and 2yrs old.
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Nick is a full brother to Dode’s Classic who sired
the great Delta Rockette cow. His dam was a
high-selling Classic daughter that traces back to
one of Mr. Graves’ foundation females, Graves
68. His brother was never collected and died at
a young age so Nick is the only AI source for
these great producing genetics. Semen is
limited. Dam and full brother shown below.
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Ace’s Cortez is an example of an extremely
linebred Conquistador pedigree. He traces back
to Conquistador about 5 times. He would be a
good out cross on the Classic, Monarch and Bold
Ruler bloodlines. His dam is pictured below.
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The Blue Horns Bloodline
Syndicated for $ 1,250,000 Blue Horns was one
of the top bulls of his day. He consistently
produced offspring with good horn and body
frame. He is a product of the foundation cattle
that DeWitt Meshell acquired from Milby
Butler. His best known son is Superior, who has
made a lasting impression on the industry
through his son Phenomenon who is one of the
most consistent producers of quality offspring
with horn and conformation. Blue Horns can
also be found in the pedigree of another great
horn producer, VJ Tommie aka Unlimited. Dam
shown below.

Superior is sired by the syndicated bull, Blue
Horns. His dam is the twisty horn cow, Droop
Horns shown below. Superior is best known for
siring the legendary horn producing sire
Phenomenon. While Superior’s best known son is
not straight Butler he is continuing to have a major
impact on the Longhorn breed. Superior did sire
several noteworthy straight Butler sons, the best
known is Superior Dot, who continued his sires
horn producing ways. Superior is also a good
source for adding the traits of larger frame and
bone to the Butler bloodline. He is also known for
the twist horn genetics that he carries from his
dam’s side. Limited semen is available
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VJ Tommie (aka Unlimited) is one of the most popular
Butler bulls of today. He is the result of combining the
Butler genetics of the Classic, Partlow and Superior
lines. His dam was one of the high-selling lots at one of
the first Butler Breeders Sales. Tommie has proven
himself to be a good cross on a number of the other
Butler sub-families as well as crossing well on blend
pedigreed cattle. He has continued to pass the traits of
larger frame and bone of his grand-sire, Superior. He
has produced numerous top quality sons and has three
straight Butler sons that are AI certified. They are
Primero Class, Dark Star Chex and Wrangler Chex.
Semen is available on Tommie and his sons.
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Wrangler Chex is a classic example of the cross of
VJ Tommie on Coach genetics. This has proven to
be a successful combination many times over. His
dam measures in the upper 70’s.

Double Butler is a rare combination of Blue Horns
genetics on a full sister to Classic, Lady Butler,
who is pictured below. Do not know a lot about
Double Butler’s production but the genetics are
solid.
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Little Man is a half brother to the great Blue
Horns bull. Both his sire and dam were part of the
foundation herd that DeWitt Meshell acquired
from Milby Butler. Little Man is a direct link to the
original Butler herd. Very limited amounts of
semen can be found.

Little OT Dynamo is a great-grandson of Blue
Horns and his pedigree is mostly from the
DeWitt Meshell program with a little Classic
and Partlow Butler breeding through in . The
Meshell’s foundation herd was acquired
directly from Milby Butler. Little OT Dynamo is
a son of the great MF Dynamite cow shown
below. Photo was taken when she was in here
twenty’s and she measured 72” tip-to-tip.
Semen is available.
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The Lepper Bloodline

The Lepper sub-family is represented by only two
AI certified bulls, Pappy L and Ten’s Comealong.
The Lepper sub-family works very well with
several of the other Butler sub-families. Pappy L
produced one of the first cows in the breed to
measure over 56 ½” at 7 yrs, Anita.

She was also TLBAA’s 1985 Grand Champion Cow.
Anita was also a great producer, with several
daughters that measured in the 60” range. She
would end up measure almost 70 when she died.
Ten’s Comealong is sired by Pappy L’s best known
Butler son, He’s A Ten. His dam is a half sister to
Pappy L by Thomas. Both these bulls represent
the Lepper family very well. Semen is available on
both.
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The Holman Bloodline
El Patron is the only AI certified bull to represent
the Holman bloodline. His brindle coloring is
almost as rare as the bloodline he represents. He
was a high-seller back in the ‘80’s and was used
by Red McCombs. I believe El Patron offers some
great genetics to the Butler family. An example
of this would be the bull Don Juan Of Christine,
who is by Classic and out of a Holman cow. El
Patron produced good offspring, but sometimes
with more white on the face. Limited amounts of
semen can be found.
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Conquistador through the Party Girl cow.

Party Girl was a great producing daughter of
Conquistador. She produced several daughters
that also went on to be solid producers. Party
Girl has three sons that were AI certified. She
and her offspring produced good horn growth
as well as horn base.
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Straight Butler was the result of the Bevo
linebred sire, Long Point Butler, being mated
to a linebred Conquistador female, Knight’s
Miss Liberty. Do not know much about his
production.

Mesquite Mc 59 is a combination of several
Butler sub-families…Superior-Meshell line,
Lady Butler and Classic-Bevo line, Maribeth 74Lepper line and Rose Red-Partlow. He is also an
unusual color, which he occasionally passed on
to his offspring. He has produced several calves
that have been among the high-sellers at the
Butler Sale.
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CP Dayton Dode 003/7 is sired by Ace’s Dayton
Desperado who also sired R3 Dylan who sired the
$63,000 Dark Star R3. His dam is a twisty horn daughter
of Dode’s Boy out of the great 70” horn Classey BluButler.
His pedigree is loaded with great females…Maressa, FM
Graves 54, FM Graves 52 and Miss Liberty 10. Only a very
limited amount of semen is available.

